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2. Segment-wise performance 

 Weak start to the year with subdued performance across segments 
 

3. Motorcycles: Volume de-growth under commuter segment persists 

 Weakness in commuter segment volumes drags overall motorcycle market volumes 

 Bajaj continues to cede market share 

 Honda becomes new segment leader under 125 cc bikes segment 
 

4. Scooters: Growth decelerates hit by moderation in demand 

 High base effect, capacity constraints dampen growth rates 

 Honda expands market share; continues to maintain its leadership position 
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INDIAN TWO-WHEELER INDUSTRY 
 

Motorcycles continue to drag industry volumes even as scooters stare at deceleration 
 

June 2015                    

 

Weak start to the year with subdued performance across segments 
Cushioned by strong H1 performance, the domestic two-wheeler industry reported growth of 8.1% during FY15 - up from 7.3% in 

FY14. However, the growth rate tapered down during the latter half of the year following weak rural demand (attributed mainly to 

deficient monsoons and sluggish rural wage rates) hurting motorcycle volumes. The overall growth has since continued to 

decelerate; and in a rather weak start to the year, all three 2W segments have reported subdued numbers during 2M FY16. Within 

the three segments, mopeds have posted relatively better growth in percentage terms – at 7.5% (YoY) though the same remains 

benefited by the lower base; while motorcycles de-grew by 3% and scooters grew by 4% during 2M FY16. In absolute terms, 

addition to scooter volumes outperformed the other two segments during 2M FY16 even as motorcycles continued to its YoY 

declining trend for the eighth month in a row. However, on a sequential basis, motorcycles posted monthly YoY growth over the 

last three months which is an encouraging trend. 

 

Scooters: High base effect, capacity constraints dampen growth rates 
Over the last few years, scooter volumes have been on a growth spree driven by strong supply push as well as healthy demand 

scenario. However, despite healthy YoY addition in the absolute scooter volumes, the YoY quarterly growth rate for scooters 

decelerated during Q2 and Q3 FY15 impacted mainly by high base during the corresponding periods of previous fiscal. The 

performance over the last two months however, has been a bit sluggish with average monthly volumes falling to 354,413 units from 

375,461 units in FY15. While the volumes under 90-125cc scooters continued to post growth, the <90cc segment witnessed sharp 

decline during 2M FY16 owing to moderation in demand with increasing consumer preference towards higher engine capacity 

scooters. While the scooter volume growth over the last few months has been stunted to some extent by supply side constraints 

and moderation in demand, ICRA believes the same to be corrected over the medium term. Its low penetration levels, increasing 

urbanization and new model launches are some of the key factors supporting long term growth in this segment. 

 

Motorcycles: Weakness in commuter segment volumes drags overall motorcycle market volumes 

The entry and executive segments – accounting for bulk of the domestic motorcycles market – witnessed de-growth during Q4 FY15 

and 2M FY16 owing to weak demand in the rural markets. Worst hit among the sub-segments was the 100cc motorcycles - where 

the average monthly sales volumes have shrunk from about 629,000 units in Q3 FY14 to about 599,000 units in 2M FY16. In 

percentage terms, the 125cc segment reported a steeper decline over the last two quarters owing to its lower volume base. Unlike 

the premium / super-premium segment, demand in the commuter and executive categories is relatively more correlated to the 

performance of macroeconomic factors; and likewise, tend to underperform in periods of weakness in such indicators. On the other 

hand, the demand in premium/super-premium categories is influenced by additional factors including changes in consumer 

lifestyle, preferences, availability and income levels. This is also reflected in the relatively resilient performance of the >150cc 

category which has posted robust 40% and 62% growth (YoY) during Q3 and Q4 FY15 respectively.  
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capacity constraints 
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Hero MotoCorp and Honda expand market share in the motorcycles and scooters segment respectively 
 

 Hero MotoCorp Limited (Hero MotoCorp), with market share of 52.9% during FY15 continues to maintain its market leadership 

with a sizeable gap between the next largest motorcycle player. Dominance of Hero MotoCorp in the domestic two wheeler 

industry - despite intensifying competition is primarily a reflection of its strong market position in the 100cc segment (which 

accounts for about 64% of the motorcycles market) of bikes where it enjoys ~70% market share. After ceding market share for 

two consecutive years, i.e FY13 and FY14 owing to increased competitive intensity, Hero MotoCorp has recouped some market 

share during FY15 primarily aided by gains in the 100cc and 125cc bikes segments on back of favourable acceptance of new 

products introduced in 2014 such as Splendor iSmart, Splendor Pro Classic and Passion Pro TR.  

 While Bajaj Auto Limited (Bajaj) continues to be the second largest player in 100cc segment, it has been losing grip over this 

segment with market share loss of more than 700 bps over last two years owing to increasing competitive intensity in this 

segment. Bajaj, however, has launched two new products in last few months which include re-introduction of CT 100 brand at 

an aggressive price point and new Platina ES (Electric Start) to re-gain its lost market share in the domestic market. Bajaj 

continues to be the second largest motorcycles manufacturer in India with market share of 16.5% in FY15 (20.0% in FY14 and 

24.4% in FY13) with its stronghold in the 150cc with its Pulsar series. Bajaj has launched three new Pulsars in CY2015 - Pulsar 

RS200, Pulsar AS150 and Pulsar AS200 and has few more new model launches lined up under Pulsar family across segments - 

Super Sport (150cc) and Cruiser Sport (400 cc) to boost its portfolio mix. 

 Honda Motorcycle and Scooter India (Honda) continues to maintain its leadership position in the scooters segment through its 

flagship brand Activa (besides Aviator and Dio) - enjoying a market share of 55.5% in FY15 (52.8% in FY14). Furthermore, its 

recent launch of Activa 3G in Jan 2015 has helped in gaining 310 bps of market share during Q4FY15 compared to Q3FY15 with 

its scooter sales growth outpacing industry sales growth by about 610 bps during Q4FY15. 

 Riding on the success of new launches (new Wego in May 2014 and the Scooty Zest (110cc scooter) in August 2014), TVS Motor 

Company Limited (TVS) has somewhat recouped its domestic market share in the scooters segment which recovered to 15.2% 

in FY15 from 12.7% in FY14.  

 

Outlook 

ICRA estimates the domestic 2W industry to post modest 2-4% volume growth during 2015-16 owing to moderate growth under 

scooters even as the volumes in the larger segment of motorcycles continues to falter in view of limited flow of first-time buyers 

whose disposable incomes are unlikely to expand till India’s economic growth turns more reassuring. Over the medium term, the 2W 

industry is expected to report a volume CAGR of 8-9% to reach a size of 22-23 million units (domestic + exports) by 2017-18, as we 

believe the various structural positives associated with the domestic 2W industry including favourable demographic profile, 

moderate 2W penetration levels (in relation to several other emerging markets), under developed public transport system, growing 

urbanization, strong replacement demand and moderate share of financed purchases remain intact; as also the large opportunity 

available to grow presence in overseas markets, mainly Africa and Latin America. 
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